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Columbia Poetry Review

BETH TOWNSLEY

THREE POEMS

A body, some way, is a gift
of life. I don't agree
or disagree. I am merely here
in the problematic network
of muscle tissue and bone,
complications like clothes,
bleeding fevers and age-lined skin
in which my life is the new show
and the fast flashing ad
of the undercounted malcontent,
Not bitter like A sian melons
or bitter like strawberries, bitter
white inside and tough to touch,
not fury and clack like restless teeth
defending their bite
against over made-up peroxide trying
to swallow all the air.
I resent bleach.
I resent the crossit frightens, whoops, terrifies me
back to a faded embryonic
angst as white as my eyeballs
rolled back.
And I understand the cross
and the Harlot, sort of, bred
from bleach and the TV screen
which still consists of whi te dotsright? White dots,
I assume, are some kind of ancestor anyway.
I can't keep up on theology/ Whoops/ technology,
it being another Christian tree
too hard to climb too high to heaven,
too lily lilly pure, so swollen
pure I could ever endure such a rest.

I read we are the larva form
of human beings.
In the next sentence
I read when we die
we become the real thing.
so-called Aliens just evolved,
visitors dead from another dimension,
absolved bearers of a collective mind.
hive mind.
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Now we know
where the limit lies, buried
in dense hallowed ground
of women who really can
be entered and swum
in, who really are
cradles and earth and the ro und moon
deflecting in all directions,
who are, it's true,
the sponge and permeable soil
in which to plant. The quiet
has been coming.
You could hear it in night's quickness,
hear it in days grown; fingers
could feel it in blind days, breathe it
in the voices weary,
wiped out, tired
of story. We are
so weary, here on the edge
of each other.
Then where is my weeping?
How can I be? Steel,
brick and its mortar, two by
fours framing, a deep foundation
flooded and muddied, collecting debris.
I want to gather
hurt's petals in a wo ven basket
like the M ay child loosed
in the urban dirt, return
them to the loom and peat.
There is a vicious biting clinging
inside. The image of your death
in sex, the skin removed,
the muscle timid, limber flesh
fallen to sleep
in the dark coughing co mers
of the house.
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So she hid at my house.
She made her plans in silent
throat and finger sign
then crawled into herself in the womb
of my house.
She thought herself an angel for years,
pink throughout
in the chapel of the house.
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BARBARA CAMPBELL

THE BATHTUB
Are you surprised~
You were around when Cecilia
chose to live simple
You must have seen it
--sold Dykes/ Chicago Chapter
100,000 strong..
curving past
cut into a stone wall
she spent that summer
in a greasy bathtub
pregnant and bored but
her convictions were exact
pencil-sketched and
crabbed in the corners
mouth-stuffers
curved hard and tucked
into her cheek's pocket
"His hooves itch in his boots ..
she said looking up bag-eyed
from the green sloshing
water
shifting her weight
I just sat on the edge
watching Grace
twist in her belly
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NUDE #52

A hard nipple marks a true woman
you shout
not a woman
not true
and how should I think of it?
Myse lf
still
hung in entrance halls all
around Chicago
The adolescent eyes of boys leveled
at breastline
blurred and bluish
flesh in half-tone
not the s mall bells of breast
they had imagined
In some harder hip and elbow
convey
taste
all of one line
the rough drape of sleep
And the ones we kept
ornate in a cast-iron frame
plaintive
breasts pinched lifted
surrounded by birds
(a plate of birds)
held aloft to the
bow and oval pattern of
the ceiling
And of you swimming greased
trunk-deep
(for once visible, the line of your neck)
your body hair
your head of snake s
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ELEANOR

She sends a rash of letters:
"Everything is fine here/ even the grass grew slowly"
"Marta Christine returned to Philly/ baby too young to know much"
and receives an empty pitcher
smashes it on the back steps
The children have scattered
Each swims from her like
a fish from its skin
leaving her
gills and bones
and October's eye
hard as a diamond
A red-headed stepchild
staring in idolatry
carnivorous
milk-drunk
hoping for little else
stands fro zen
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THE FISH

The compensation for what was lost
was nearly religious, explained
food for the brain
and face
rice, soup, water
The fish lies still
blinking in
its bath of milk
it sings a low song of mud
of silt
of sea water
sings its bed of blackred eggs
The woman must be taken
from the party led
by the elbow
(an hysteric)
She misses New York and her daughter
She is sick
with air
" The blood in your mouth is from your gums."
the doctor says
but she feels the absence
light as words and slickthe lung' s fold
the salt suck
She does not think of us
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ELIZABETH BLAIR

HORIZON
Slow light describes his face.
the confluence
of vessel and heat.
Her limbs
a honeycomb of ash.
Hot bedclothes
empty summer
into the periphery.
Above the thigh,
the holy bones.
They could have lived no other life.
Rain slant
under the morning.
The shadow flower,
the scattering.
They fall heavily onto the floor,
tourists
in the garden
of their flesh.
the lit boards,
the body rock,
somebody finding nobody
dying a life.
Straw, rags and afterthought.
The incense of muff.
Nothing but push and stab,
spilling inland.
Hunger,
a bone count.
invented truth rooted
like chicory
or Queen Anne·s Lace.
9

She gives him ··urge·· and .. smooth ..
reduced to .. quick:·
her thin dress,
the gray light motionless.
gone
into what wind there is.
The rib cage prods awake.
but nothing resembling them
pretends to live.
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MISCARRIAGE

I carried you less like a feather
than a tree
rooted in dreams of ancestors from farms
and mills, who knew the bone chain
link to link. circling back to soil
then seed again
and cell.
moving through the mayhem of machines
with muscle and skin
pushing the separate , future selves to flower.
You were my root and my crown,
my skin and my tongue.
You were the earth and the shoot.
the steam of the sun.
Now I have to carry
m y father·s hair and bone.
my mother·s hands and eyes
into the d arkness
with no one to circle the self.
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JOHN SAN JUAN

SOUNDS
Why do people feel such a strong attraction to certain sounds,
like an old car horn " AH-ROOOOO-GAH!" ?
Does your mother like the sound of her own voice?
Do you like the sound a knife makes when landing in a wall-you
know, " dugadugaduga ... "
I always kinda liked the sound of a redneck mama in the 7-11
saying, " I wanna hear silence!"
How bout the one that old man makes with his hands during a
moment of seriousness?
Why's he gotta do that?
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BEAUTY

Look!
There it is.
I don't fucking believe this.
Will you guys come take a look at this?
It's beauty!
Pure, unadulterated, multigoddamnedfaceted beauty!
Simple enough for a moron to appreciate, but subtle enough for an
intellectual to justify.
Wow!
I feel like we should be waiting for some kind of punchline
or something.
But it's just quite beautiful.
Almost breathtaking.
We certainly waited long enough.
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ANDY PETERSON

ESCAPE
You turn away through literal motion or denial, sliding up a slope backwards.
your wings sprout, you jettison to Hawaiian Islands, shopping sprees.
fro zen yogurt, a third viewing of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, a dirty
novel, a difficult recipe, you curl until your knees shatter the collarbone,
snap the ribcage, a knife draws across your own wrist, ·' Sounds of the
Orient" cassette series arrives UPS, a bottle and a bag of cashews flail
wildly about your battered features, a violent chest pain was worth a touchdown to the old man, the realtors will take care of it, let's buy the farm, I
need a moment to myself, I won't be taking any calls and keep it down. let's
wind her out and hope a deer doesn't jump in our way, your head huddles in
a puddle of drool betwixt your cradled anns, You follow the s un, sailor, I've
still got nine holes to go, I'm trying to sleep. I've got to keep busy busy busy,
She' s a beauty, ain't she, I built her myse lf, unlock that door, it's a fire
hazard, Sunday Mass, Rehab, tax returns, Bennigan 's, the leg is severed at
the knee, freeing him from the wreckage, she tends the garden, how much for
a hand job, Don't look now, but guess who's coming, Prince Valium,
County Zoo, Correctional Facility, game shows, a stowaway.
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WILLIAM BOERMAN-CORNELL

RECLAIMING LAND
My cousins and I built drip castles
on the delta of the same creek
that wate red Mr. Lohman 's cows
where it flowed brown into the big lake.
Philosophy always ran big
with the creek. Deciding hard
to help build a kingdom
or joy in the vicious tearing down.

We somehow followed the genetic line back
to our Dutc h ancestors who would still their
tribal wars to keep the water
from reclaiming the land.
Slowly we would raise shadows from the wet
and void, pull them up like spun
pottery, until they would shine as
white outposts in the su n.
Sometimes I would lie in wait
in the cool under the steps, until the others
left. T hen I would jump with both feet,
crus hing towers, walls, filling in the moats,
dumping whole cities back into the void.
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DAN LIBMAN

THE FAT TIME
In the days before the fat time
people used to share seats on the subway
and there was always someone
standing at the front window
watching the headlights skim off the tunne l"s roof.
And Gary would actually listen
before he told you that you were wrong.
At least he pretended to.
Now you are dismissed as soon as he sees you.
In the days before the fat time
you really couldn ·t judge a book by its cover:
they ne ve r said . .. Fantastic:· ··Crisp:· or ··Wow! .. :
eve ry author wasn ·t the latest, hottest, youngest:
and you could find comfort in a nove lreading. then looking up
and seeing the sharp turn in the tracks
just as they reach past Jefferso n Park.
There was a time when
parking was plentiful
and the local residents didn·t need
to put their couches on the streets
and the security guards would let you use the bathrooms
if you really had to.
But that was back in the days.
you know,
before the fat time.
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WILLIAM STRAW

IT'S ABO UT THAT TIM E
well the missionaries are returning
back to the home lands
back to the fogs of time bomb dreams
the motivation committees carry scares
from yesterday's movies
as calendar boys soak up coke and steam
and the hidden face phantoms
sing new songs with hands full of franklins
wh ile sculptured angels come alive and dance
and jailhouse legends return to the streets
with swear words and vengeance
they want to put a lid on those players
that keep prophecizing they will come to an end
and it's about that time
it's about that time
it's about that time to take a look
it's about that time
now all the rusty-legged bluesmen
sing another sad song
while their children take dives
in some of west side· s famous beds
they become scared by backstreet godivas
and madness becomes the only beauty in their heads
and the moonlight cries widows· glasses of distilled gin
and theatrical peddlars choose to live for father crime
as the teeth marks of the cold november air catch
runaway children and bring them home again
and it's about that time
it's about that time
ifs about that time to take a look
it's about that time
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now the stories from all creeds and colors
turn over to be browned by the heat of the sun
and stored away are a decade of lies freshly bandaged
to spice them up when they're on the run
and the tears of brides passed over
and invisible marriages
locked away in fatal suites
and ex-beautiful models only answer to shadows
drinking sweetened rain and sleet
and it's about that time
it's about that time
it's about that time to take a look
it's about that time
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MARY JOHNSON

40
They say you
be fine,
fabulous
fit and flirty,
they say you
strut cross
the road like
a conqueror's
daughter,
making night
music with
the sounds
of your self
and filling
the air.
they say,
with too much
a man can't
stand.
They say you
be real now,
cause the color
done gone
from your cheeks
and dreams
come in black
and white
at a video
store;
they say you
be a middle
passage on to
someplace else,
but I say
you never
could live
19

up to them
expectations
cause you
too much to
carry.
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FIRST LOVE

Quick. little light of life
before the shadows tire.
Bum for my lover tonight.
Welcome him the sight
of my growing de sire.
Quick, little light o f life
Dim not the height
or depth, my fire.
Bum for my lover to night.
Love li ved is right
or wrong, who inquires?
Quick, little light of life
The breeze may slight
your fl ame, rise higher.
Burn for m y lover tonight.
To wait is to die
a lover·s death. a liar.
Quick, little light of life.
Burn for my lover tonight.
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NATALIE KENVIN

SWEETIE ELIZABETH HOUSE AND HER FAMILY
VISIT ME IN ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
I

Yellow peppers cooking in a cast-iron skillet
With gravy and pork chops.
Sweetie Elizabeth H ouse, Betty Carole, Lana,
Grandmother, mother, granddaughter
Rolled together in the large double bed,
Mouths open in the dark.
The little corpses of empty shoes
Aligned on the floor.
W e stand in the kitchen.
I laugh so hard I stagger
And put my hand on Sweetie's shoulder
To steady my body.
We talk about what colors become them:
Lana, fourteen, purplish-black like eggplant,
And Silvia, one.
Lana holds my daughter on her lap.
The curlicue of black braid
Touches the blonde crown of the baby's head.
The baby eats what molds, stinks, smells sweet.
We talk about how Nettie got so fat
And the fickleness of men.
The roots of Sweetie's hair are stiff
With pomade and the smoke of Kools.
Soon the three of them will drive away
In the big Pontiac, back to Detroit.

II
To Sweetie, who could never come inside
my real mother"s house.
Close mother,
I remember you salt and sour
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Like the seep of grease.
Missing you one place, I search a nother.
I believe this lately:
Somewhere I stop. waiting fo r you
Among the dark porches of grudging wood.
Among the dust sifting inte rminable. fine on front stoops.
Among the heaviness of minerals
And the hot, tarnished color of tea.
You are sweet as a ghostly narcotic:
I long for you.
r search in a taste, a scrap, a sop. a bone to end things.
Mashed beet, blackened banana, discarded filet.
In all decay.
I look for you in the moonshine
Of white skin hoodoo,
Among the wisps of raffia that bum to nothing,
Hissing in the wind.
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PARADISE VALLEY. DETROIT

Dense garbage on back porch alleyways.
The bloom of rot smells sweet.
Sweetie holds a Kool in her right hand.
She is always right.
She slept sitting up in a chair
In the living room.
Five people and one bed in the house.
She put cocoa butter on the pink scar
On Lana ·s forehead to make it fade,
Cut her hair when the moon was waxing,
Saying thi s was the right time
To cut things.
Fingernails, loose quarters, slick
Chitterlings and Pitty-Pat.
Across the hall, Lana·s play-mother
Wet-combs her hair. The roo m fills
With the smell of Dixie Peach and lye.
Billy B. says that women
Are lovely pink traps
And have strange leaving ways
And the false perspectives of private mottos.
He gets drunk on Thunderbird.
His eyes roll sloppy
And he walks like a rooster,
Dipping and cursing,
His black s uspenders stretching
Over a sluice of gut.
Sweetie"s high cheekbones are indigo blue
In the glare of the television .
The whites of her eyes
Are like salt
Crusted on roses.
Heat sleeps inside the slow mattresses
Of the house
And in her carpet slippers
Lapping the floor.
She sits alone in the dark
With the puny voodoo stink
Of her cigarette.
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JOHN CONNORS
GINGER'S DRESS
r ve been watching
and you·ve never lost a bit of glitter.
(An ounce of glamour goes a long way
on a tropical island.)
You must be made of dreams,
moonlight nights by the lagoon.
volcanic movements.
coconut cream pies.
and repressed desire.
Are you trying to be the serpent in the jungle?
Are you made out of satin or cement?
Is it age that makes you seem so?
Soft focus,
grainy spots of dust,
missing frames,
and still you fall in perfect pleats,
exaggerated colors.
gold and silver,
hiding her body in your way
makes even the lamest of jokes stand up and take notice.
Makes clarinets sing.
while sax cries,
for it is the end of
wealth,
strength,
laughter,
the professor
and Mary Ann.

We are trapped like you.
We pretend to enjoy the repetition,
knowing that we can never escape.
watching the skies,
building the fires ,
glimmering in the flames,
and hoping for the best.
25

ETHEL'S HOUSEDRESS

Ethel's dress is fading
and soon will lie
in a field of
pots and pans and marigolds
dyed blond,
acting like daisies,
starched,
but able to bend on the slightest whim,
zany or awkward.
Graceless grey
hard-featured wool,
even the birds will refuse
to roost among its seams.
Bunnies will make faces
of unimportance.
The life of the party
has to have a thick skin,
be able to live as
spinster,
wife,
coward,
without love or funds.
According to the cloth
neglect can be covered by aprons
or buried in a napkin
or joke
or planted in gardens
waiting to be tended
by the unemployed.
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ALICE'S BLUE UNIFORM

In an old maid·s bed you think of passion in a freezer,
halved calves.
Lambs sway on frosted air,
the blood on his apron is not huma n.
and the hairs in his ears stand straight as his balls
retracting into his body.
In life you are laundress and confessor.
finding signs of adolescence on every sheet.
finding s in can be washed away with bleach and bleach
and more bleach.
In life you sometimes run a flat hand across te xtured stains.
In dreams their skin is soft and you fall over and over
and over like clean damp sheets in the dryer.
In life you smooth out,
pull your hair tight.
make cookies,
and pretend someone is holding your hand.
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CARI CALLIS

THERE ARE PARTS OF MY BODY
I NO LONGER HANDLE FREELY

Dark cave. half filled with water
a snake curled in a knot
as I swim alone.
My feet are heavy
to drop inside my father
di ving for a butterfish
startled by an iron prodshe might ha ve been the victim of
spontaneous combustion.
or perhaps it was on ly her casual use.
The blue light
fell in through a hole
in the roof. W aterlights
marked the walls. My father dove
and I felt betrayed that now others
had joined us in this place
somewhere between reason and remembrance.
sometime priso ner of milk teeth
and rosewater.
open eyed,
coldblooded.
finned and deep.
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CALLALOO

Waiting
pale
dangerous
peeled open wild iris
bruised by rain
and a burnt sable smile
spelling out
flute and harp sounds
wilting
barely anchored
nickel-plated
faking it
thrashing
in tickertape
eaten
alive
by silkworms
beneath dark
soil
we imagine wet pearls
clustered
in our roots
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THE OBEAH MAN

Cerassee. Ramgoat and spirit weed.
Parts used: root. thick and spindle shaped. tapering
towards the end. Leaves washed and pulped.
steeped and macerated. Swallow
for nine days.
I want a killing song. I want a cigarette.
In Sav-la-mar. he walks in cane fie lds which
ha ve been there for three hundred years. He cut out
the heart. holds it steaming in his fist. He smokes me.
I am the strange fruit. sweet to the taste when ripe.
surrendering the bush.
W e are both foolish. spiraling into the yellow sky.
vood oo bliss broken in a mad war. Spells are
impotent beads ground to fear in heat and o penended wheels. The darkness will devour us. I will
dream myself unfinished. Scatter magic into four direction s.
Tortoise shell drum is muffied by the wingspan of the grass.
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NECESSARY OBJECTIONS

In a white bone style
she folds herself
over/ under and around chairs,
leaving puddles of cold water. wet
trai ls beading into dust making mud dabs,
humming an angry hornet caught in an updraft.
Investigating other
people's drawers, fishing for
possibilities of pain or frustration.
objects of defeat and aspirin, she researches
the consequences of nature's law through other individuals·
lives, experiencing the paradoxes as if they were her own.
The dry and literal
truth is confirmed by analogy,
purely a mechanical instrument
of least importance when a stream of
water can do all those things, only when imagination
is a changeable wind, only when rational hyperbole resorts
to the ancestral curse of looking-glass women and voluntary spies.
She willy-nilly
propels herself out of trap doors
that common sense avoids, addicted to
gambling, ne ver the victim of choice, believing
in the hollow of her theory, the reckless hazard
of her health. She can never quit while she is winning.
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JANICE HAWKINS

REMOVE THE BARRIER
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
200 years of shacklery can't erase 8000 years of history
written in stone, carved into trees, fossilized in clay.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
Tales sculpted on palisades, tablets, and pallets.
Traditional masks, wooden images, adinkra print, let go.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin-ality.
Give us our slavehold, oar beaten, scratchholes.
40 acres and a mule leave 7800 years to untrack.
O uvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
Legba entreats from his gate glimpses of looted treasures,
Tales of queenly might, kingdoms Jost and ignored.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
Tell me my story.
Fill us with twists
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri
Unblock the past,

Ananse, Ogun, creators of wit
and angles, spin us like webs.
bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
release the remnants of my origin-ality.

Mend intricate webery so we might slide
through the silken maze, sticking to lost generations.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
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Damballa rouse Shango to blast the sky, drive with
Lightening glare glistening on iridescent skin.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
Anti-priests, approach the veve blinded by symbols of verite
excreted away through dung and droplets of liquified flesh.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
Olodumare, Holy Jah, recharge the diamond eye of the tiger,
Stir power within our ancestry to finally set us free.
Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi, Ouvri bayi to my ancestry.
Unblock the past, release the remnants of my origin- ality.
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LISA JACQUELINE GILLARD

BLACK WOMAN . . . LISTEN !
(as i notice mothers. children. buse s, men: southside memoirs)

·'J've seen you board the earth
with the walls of
your womb.
RELENTLESSLYscrutinizing each amiable gesture
as you cradle the soils that
you fertilized
anxiously:
Not knowing if that MAN
really ... loving or just toying
with the sentiments.
that
YOU gave him the rights/ 2
&
having them, them sweet
jellybean-brown/ sweet as the cane that
he got a piece/ 2.
Black woman ... LI ST EN!
caveat the disquietude in the
cadence of my --SOUTHERN .. song.
as i swallow the rivers
in your eyes and escape
the requiem
with a smile ...
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MARIA CARLOTA NELSON

SOM ETIMES I THINK A BOUT LEA YING YOU
You see.
I want you and you want me and the
more I want the more I want and as
rd s pe nt nights and d ays. in & out
my mouth, lips and fingers my
whole face in your whole surface you would
eventually slip from under me and
silentl y peel from off the covers.
You see.
you think I'm c ra zy when I crawl up
to you, my knees wrap around you
and I tell you how rd
li ke to maybe get inside of you
as I trace with a wet finger an imaginary zipper
starting at your mouth
and ending right here, yeah, I'd really
like to crawl in. I say, really be close to you.
You roll your eyes back.
You see,
you think rm sleeping when you are. but rm not.
rm really slee ping in your breathing as I hurry my
mouth into yours. Yo u see, I want you
and the more I want the more I want.
and you want me but just knowing it
isn't fee ling it; it's a crazy thing, you say.
You see,
you say I say you are everything and nothing I can
hold on to , and I have these dreams about you where I leave
you finally: I have the
strength to get up and walk away
from you and then I come back and
look into your window and you·re sitting
in your ch air with forty years in
your face-you holding up my
pictures with your eyes, m y
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smile with your hands. my
smell in your face and
you say to yourself:
r m crazy.
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HE'S THINKING "NOT THIS PLACE"
(for C.B. & Matthew, especially for Matthew)

He wants to go
somewhere else,
someplace where no one knows
his story, a place where people
could say they knew him
from ·'j ust around ... away from
low voices,
bad noises, away from metallic yawns,
American girls with bohemian spiritsthe braless bitten-up lip type who
make out on dog-haired carpets and spring-worn
couches, the ones who leave
balled-up pair of panties in jacket pockets
so they can come by again when they·re
feeling lonely.
He wants to go
somewhere else
someplace where no one knows
his story, where no one·s waiting for
him to finish up his whisky, watching how
his face fills up with shadows, away from
broken men cursing at the table, ashamed of their
house. their wives . . . proud to be American.
He wants to get away to a time
when the words happy, sad, fast and s/011·
don't mean the same thing. away where he
can hear a certain kind of music- the voice
of a man singing of a woman that could make
him do anything- away where he can hold something
more than bad silence, where no one knows his story.
somewhere far away where people could say
they knew him from "just around" and like him
for what he was. He ·s thinking tomorrow.
He ·s thinking '"not this place ...
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JOE VASSALLO

NICOSIA
you were better in person
than in grandpa·s films,
bringing !egos and
a constant smile.
the only person who
saw a lawn mower
and wanted to do
the whole block.
giving me your room
with a view of etna.
everyone napped at 2.
flicked cigarettes from
the balcony to a roof.
walked the street market
in shoes from your shop
you asked me to run.
while watching statecontrolled two-channel
television with a remote,
we drank real spritzers.
I don ·t regret being
olde r now than then.
blood is blood and
I wi ll always understand
the tone in your voice
when it travels from the hills.
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KATHLEEN KELLY

FOR MY MOTHER
Like a scene from OJ Mice and Mennot immediately clear, you·re neitherbut you call me on my 33rd birthday
and sing the happy song
into my answering machine.
It's hard to make out
with your half-dead tongue,
giggling out loud,
your lower teeth out. I know.
Why do I feel like I should go grab
Grandma·s old fur coat
and just hold it,
have a good cry?
It's a keeper, I think.
I'll play it at your funeral,
you play it at mine ,
and then someone should play

Scotland the Bra,·e
on the banjo.
Now that I' ve reached the age of death
of two of my heroes, Jesus
and John Belushi.
somehow I know how yo u feel.
Old Ain't Dead
goes the octogenarian's joke:
we let it lie.
Each in our own houses,
wondering where we· re going.
We know where we·ve been .
have a good cry.
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IT WAS 1957

I was born there. in South Bend.
between Irish fight songs; I guess
a patriotic address was reserved
for their third one.
Not much but a stagnant. stadium throngexcitement defined as
firebreathing backflips and wi lted batons.
Quiet and polite, they watched nearby.
but you could feel them.
the multitudes of hands over heartburn.
Hoosier girrs hip swirls.
and then it happened before I knew itAmericana.
its indelible anima l brand
stamped on my forehead.
Whistlestop bellhop. a small town scene.
light from the outdoor movie screen
hovered above the bed.
A feeling that feels like repeating.
it adjusts and defies a white lie .
No. really- I lived at
71 I Whitehall Drive.
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EUGENE O'NEILL, YOU HAVE NOTHING ON US

My sister the color of snails,
whose eyes drop dead around the mouth,
whose obligation is the world and its environs,
whose specialty is falling in love with priestsso far, three.
My sister, who thinks of sex
when driving by a dry cleaners,
who used to worry bears lived under her bed,
who now worries alcoholism is hereditary,
who thinks twelve steps are too many.
My sister, who my parents call mommy,
whose emotional death gave my parents life,
who makes my neurosis look like
Cinderella's temper, watching it all happen.
My sister, injured more than a
three-mile-long train wreck,
my sister with teeth in her neck.
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CHRIS SIMS

ROACH CLIP EA RRINGS AND A FATHER CALLED NOSE
Metairie boy. that·s what we called him, talked through his nose and drove a
Trans Am. He li ved in Fat City. the city of one street. long and narrow.
Louisiana. Nasal voice and a gold chain hung about his throat-he wore a
white canvas hat and loved to count his cash. A swimming pool with a slide
in fro nt of his apartment. all the cheapest bars up the street- The D owns.
McAlisters, Bottoms Up-wet T -shirt contest, hot legs. heavy metal and
quarter beer. The booze reeked from the street. and there was a peep hole
drilled in the center of his door to make sure it weren ·t the police knocking
for a bust up on his house.
He was studying accounting to balance the books. and lived with his father
and his girl friend and two other guys. They all had the twang- rotten apple,
whiny hinge. When they spoke it was like rusty tin- Brooklyn. Louisiana.
or Fat City, New York- and his father was known only as Nose. and his
nose dripped a lot. and he shot pool and dealt coke. He was small and
skinny, and always brought his finger to his mouth to shush us like the police
had their ears to the windows. Then he·ct take his finger and cross his heart
and bring his hands together and look to the ceiling. He would say. " Forgive
me. I mean, forgive us ... , ·· then tears gathered at the corner of his eyes and
he broke into something that sounded like Latin with a runny nose. Snort.
Drip.
We just stopped by to have a few drinks and talk turkey. The Metairie boy
showed us all his new toys. his VCR and his stereo and the fifteen or so CDs
he·ct just purchased. The phone rang and he picked the wireless up and
talked code ... Yeah. comic books. Ones loaded with action. Mint condition.·· He paced the floor. and clicked a ball point. "·Drop by. let's talk . . .. ··
Nose peeked out of the curtains. The Metairie boy hung up. and we·ct tell
him we had to go, tell him how nice his stereo and other material objects
were. and he ·ct give us what we needed and we'd leave him and Nose smiling
at the things we praised. and just as the door was about to shut he ·ct holler,
··Rhonda, come say hi~··
And she ·ct come out with her hair platinum blonde, skinny as a twig. with no
bra on, and a couple of roach clips hanging from her ears with big pink
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feathers swinging from them. a nd the Metairie boy would open his palm and
run his ha nd a few inches in the air from her straight figure, and he'd say.
"Don·t she look nice?.. And we·d nod. and then she·d blush and bat her
made-up eyes.
We were always glad to get on 1- 10, and ride down to 3rd and St. Charles.
away from the daiquiri houses and tight jeans. and ge t over to o ur own
haunts. and drink and talk with friends.
But the Metairie boy mo ved. and we bumped into him one night in the
Quarter. He had a white ha t on, and an Oxford, a nd a nice watch on his
wrist. H e said, ·-rm living near de Lake.'· And we nodded and asked him
what brought him up to the Quarter. and he said, ·· w ell. it's Rhonda. See. I
got her job stripping at The Orgy.'·
And I asked. ·· You mean the one with the pair of mannequin legs wearing
red pumps and fi sh nets that swing out of the little o pening underneath the
sign?..
" Yeah, that's it. She loves it there. I like to watch he r turn other guys on. Ifs
a real kick.''
So we followed him up the street, and he got us in the door for free. Drinks
were on him. He twisted his wedding band about his finger, and the lights
dimmed.
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CAROLYN KOO

PRI NCE SS OF P.A.
The princess of P.A.
has hex signs in her hope chest
damning the gun shop.
begging for the birthing chair
and wooly quilts booby-trapped
with straight pins.
She paints sunsets
on pencil holders for the tourist board.
wears layers off duty, because
who knows where she'll roam:
She can go anywhere by train
till she·s twelve.
And then coming in just under
five foot and still untrained.
she'll give over to hiding
in the grass green blind s.
mud cold floor, and arranging
dried flowers that turn
the sewing table into something
pretty and illicit.
secretly hating the ra in
that keeps her
out of the courting coach
and sets her down to stitching
the dress she is to d ie in.
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MEAN STREAK

I will spend Sunday
at a table full of strangers
who examine me for valuables,
who stun me, and, shaking,
I won·t know how
to be enraged.
I should stand on the roof
with shuttering fi sts and
pantomime my di sappointments
gracefully and for no one:
plant sunflowers, scary and
vivid as windows:
hold the china
to the light. fingers
behind it,
proving ifs real and
set a table for dozens
in red and white: and wa it,
poised , spotless, alone.
But something is scheming
to make me sleep.
In the wake of the trick
the an imals are starving,
running ove r me, sluggish
and sunken.
They are weak,
shapely and on the brink
of agreeable.
It's so murky, I check
myself for drug darts.
There·s knocking
on my nerves,
people on my porch
wanting in, holding rumors
that I'm kind and own sil ver.
My spine is shrinking and
curving into shelter.
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KEVIN CASSIDY

ANYTHING WORTH DOING
Sundays I stay in the yard hot and drunk in the sun.
Radio blues keeps the neighbors at bay.
and I sharpen the long sticks and soak them
in the lawn mower gas.
I hide the blues among the zucchinni and the tomato plants
grown so wild and bushy .
rm shirtless in my torn shorts, striking hero poses,
crouching in the beer cans.
By twilight rm flybait.
I hurl m y burning spear through the tepid air;
I arc it, I stick it in the roof tar of the garage.
I say .. garage .. aloud as if I were speaking French.
I throw more spears and the blues be moanin·
down in the funky tomatoes and the funk y zucchinni.
I drop back. rm out of the pocket and I find my man.
It"s the rocket"s red glare.
My mouth harp·s on my hip and rm streaked with sweat,
reeking of beer and gasoline.
The garage has flaming hair. It has wings.
The garage is a neon sign flashing ki ss me
ki ss me kiss me kis s me.

It is the dragon whose breath moves the heavens,
the move ment that creates time.
It is the burning bush.
You could walk in where the door used to be.
You could take a beer and walk right in there.
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ANONYMOUS PHONE CALL
Someone calls me every night.
The telephone rings and I rise and answer
and hear not a word down the line
but the sound of someone breathing.
the sound of small waves that come ashore.
of patient water moving in the dark.
and in the dark I lie awake and listen.
A lake is rising in my little house.
My wife and children float on their beds
and ou r possessions drift through the rooms
like wandering Jews. Our books and pictures
sail from the shelves and disperse themsel ves
amo ng the poor. Our keepsake s are forgotten.
I have to learn new ways
to move in water like this.
Walking gets me nowhere.
Sea weed swirls in the shallows
where the television was.
Tall reeds sway in the rhythm of the waves.
They move like kind and careful fingers,
like women who dance in grass skirts.
Willows bend over the low banks,
and someone parts the long and slender leaves.
Someone looks at me across the water.
Someone whose e yes are blue
and brimming with the palest light.
There is the morning sky.
There is the cool clear water.
When I am ready to go to the other side.
there is so meone who is waiting.
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PHILIP KLUKOFF

A CHICAGO POET HEARS OF THE DEATH OF XU XIN

Do not study literatureit is a dangerous profession.
They are seeking us out
and Xu Xin is on the list.
This is what he said as we sat at his table
listening to Elie Wiesel.
With us were a Hemingway scholar,
a distinguished Israeli chemist
and a travel agent.
Wiesel kept track of time on his wristwatch.
That night the New York Giants
stayed at our hotel.
Xu Xin did not know who they were
nor did he climb the tank
or bum the train.
He was a student of American Jewish writing
and spoke a fluent Yiddish.
He said
I want to stop everything,
make it simpler.
I want rain to fall
and the world to be green,
then red and yellow,
brown, then whitethen green again
and lovers, without impediment,
in each other's arms
in the square in Harbin
where they do not understand Bellow.
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He said he preferred the visceral poet
to the logician,
the madman to the institution.
the confined lunatic who made wooden key holders
to the mental health worker
who wou ld not confide in him.
He was not confidential, he said.
He was not family.
He said serenity came only after
the fu lfillment of desire.
after the seizure.
after the confession.
after the trial and firing squad.
after the procession.

2
It 1ras after a film in northem flldia11a
that I came to terms.
I told you I found it difficult to leare
and that I kne11· it 11·otild be this 11•ay.
My 1•oice is honest.
The cluuer in the background
is incidental,
like the dog barking.
I will ,ralk in the street tonight
preparing for 11e11·s of you.
I 1ra11t you to be ,rel/.

3
T he city was burning. and the bus
that would take him to the river
never left.
When he returned to the darkened room
he looked down into the alley
and saw the soldiers carrying the body of a boy
with a hole where his heart should be.
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4

I am burning in my dreams.
Fire a11d 11·ater.
I am begin11i11g to learn
11·hy the gypsies a i·oided me that 11ight.
1diat it 1ras they 11·ere afraid to tell.
It 11·as of the rem oral of the earth.
and the 1rheeli11g aira_r of it by childre11a11d 1rith you liste11i11g
to the Adagio of the M ahler Third.
They came i11 the night
to hear it, a111011g the trees
111e11 and 1rome11 carr_ri11g their children
i11 the stillness, in the serenity
beyond ere11 you
1rho look at my mouth as I speak
as 1/ _1·ou 1rnnt to enter it
as you do the rn·allo11·i11g 11ight.
I 11·atch you close your eyes
and ll'hisper.
Th e Adagio concludes
beside my son
1rho asks 1/ I am happy.

5
The higher form, he said.
is without flow, without change.
The fine st brands
are for the entire family .
There are headquarters for well-being
and concerts in the park
where she read to him, cross-legged.
Later. in a bedroom in Tientsin
he told her that the passion of the poem
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must frighten even her.
that at its center
fathers must converge with sons.
She said she had no cu rrent lovers
and no plans to travel.

6
I cannot go east again.
The 11e1r ark 1rill make a short<!/' tripthree days and tiro nights.
and there ,rill be 110 rain
and 110 distances.

7
He spoke about the tower on the bridge,
the windmill, and the building-dragon·s breath
that stopped when he walked by.
He said
the new game has a new face.
a new voice. new lies.
Love should not be silent.
It is a you ng thing that must be allowed.
He sha red with us infection
and the skin· s burning.
and asked us to reme mber him.
Our flesh is red.
he saidit is the heart th at ashens
and the soul
is lined with self protection
There are dark clouds
that make the grass too green.
he saidand screamed at us
to find a home.
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KATHLEEN MARKKO

SLOW DANCING WITH A COWBOY
And ifs not just the lights
that make me want to
air the lungs
belt out torch songs
in a screechy drawl
have dumb fun
in the skillful ha nds
of a wrangler
with a history of juvenile halls
and a smoker' s cough
I want to slow dance
with a cowboy
slide against a
slicked-up strawboss
with scabby hands and
all his own teeth
a maverick
who fixe s me a gaze
long wooing looks
speaking dirty words and
strange sounds from under
his arm pits
rve always been interested
in things that move
lone rangers and alligator farmers
dancing devils
with a slow gait
boots big as rowboats
stirring a serious undertow
cheek to chest
weak in the knees
I drape a buckaroo
think darker thoughts
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about dance and sex
promise to get religion
in a kittenish voice
and tiny gulps of air
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BLOND ES

I kicked Madonna·s ass
wiped a modem face
across glass
defended an interest in
beauty
and the knowledge
that all the dumb ones
aren "t rea l blondes
and it" s more than
color
attitude linked to t he
landscape blonde as spit
drum majorettes and
wig wearers
ardorless women who
get all the men
the black-haired
Amazons
pitching through trees
whispering Umgawa
while warding off leopards
great white hunters
practicing pagan prayers without
the confusion of family
a mother
eve rybody wants one
an ageless chick
on the back of a motorcyc le
high priestess
surrounded by danger
leather skin
an anglo·s halo
I got confused
all this talk of
ye llow
makes me nervous
reaching my hands out
to stray dogs
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AFTER YOU

I knew it was love
when I got dog drunk
had all my tattoos removed
teased my hair with a rattail comb
and spoke the stripped down
language of girl talk
hard-bitten hero
with your hipster's mouth
and hosed-down voice
born when girls stopped wearing hats
and holding their tongues
you are my paydirt
a man with dirty laughs
who never really wants truth
and papers the law with
a basic rotten c hildhood
you flash me your thigh
so I think you love me
I want to buy you shoes
wash your fingers
the quick hands
of an American boy
hold you to the light
wooing and worshipping
warbling your name
in Spanish
the language of big voices
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BABYSITTER

On Friday nights
I watch your children
dress them all in black
draw illustrations on their skin
teach them The Slide
and dirty verses I learned
off the walls of public bathrooms
Wearing the clothes
of your wife
her blouses and bullet bras
pumps with worn heels
from the bottom of her closet
I entertain
jump on your table
grind a dirty boogie
spew words which itch
in my mouth and
rattle like shanty towns
Your children love me
stroke my hair
stiff as starch
with Raspberry Kool Aid
and old hairspray
They hang like gargoyles
on my every charm
sip from the lipstick rim of
my gin glass
as we watch midnight movies
and eat Spaghetti-o·s
straight from the can
You drive me home
smiling and waving like
a shriner in your mini car
I imagine
dinners and movies
long nights of cocktail parties
your hands crawling
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along my spine
coaxing my eyes
to the back of my head
making my mouth water
while you slip
dollars into my hand
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PETER RADKE

ON RETU RNING F ROM WHIT E PINES:
RECALLING JANET FOU RNI E R
When I return fro m the pines.
it is Sunday.
I am still blinded.
imbued by its sprawl. dens ity and texture.
stand here in this shapeless kitchen
as some small. quiet thing
surrounded b y the cubic smoothness
o f these ninety degree a ngles
contained in the twel ve white walls
of this apartme nt.
fee ling troubled. alien a nd ill-at-ease.
wonder. of all things.
if there reall y are onl y three blue men.
No note has been left o n the kitchen table
a bsentmindedly written
in mine or anyone else·s handwriting
to remind me of my abse nce.
Only the red tint to my one arm
serves to connect the d o ts of rural routes
dri ve n between junctions 2. 14. 26. 64
thro ugh the heat of the d ay
without haste.
se nse o f belonging o r accountability.
Head crooked. elbow outwa rd.
forea rm o n window jamb
s lowing to only regard the occasional slu mp
and stiffness to road kills o r
the sanctity of places
like Ogle. Kings. Lily Lake or Virgil.
ve rifi ed by the precision o f the open map
on the broad bench seat.
M ore than my equilibrium has been affected.
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The hum of ti.res
equating the schematic design
of two lanes dipping
with the characteristics of the topography
and arable slopes.
long. varying shades
and concavities of green
sculptured by weathered and reticent men.
their overalls gray as their chins.
seated, hours at length.
absorbed in the sound and rhythm
of their archetypal red tractors.
More than my childhood has been summoned,
not cured,
by the mastery and restlessness
found in pulling ofT the road.
Standing in the white dust of its gravel
door open. hand wrapped around
the window work of the door frame.
watching thunderheads approach.
My too-thinned. wispy hair.
being forcib ly re-parted
by the sudden di rectional change
of the wind. the hyperdynamics
of my trousers and shirt billowing
then being matted
against my chest and thighs
by the hard pellets of J une rains.
head up. hypnotized by
the brood and spread of dark storm clouds.
T he impressions of which
are now retained as:
first. my very own sense of strangeness.
A miscellaneous figure on a land scape
standing without inquiry,
aware of only space
and the emptiness of unoccupied land,
and. secondly,
the beginning of things
where everywhere I could look
the settings felt ancient,
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were without bones.
only wide grassy ways
on either side of the road
and the open sky above,
where one could easily hold onto
the illusion of aloneness;
that being without tribe
is an error of anthropology.
One relegated to apartment dwellings most
where one can stand momentarily
at loss to explain
the rationa le of televisions,
white Euro-styled cubical furniture
and the tinny presence of te lephone.
wanting at best deafness
and a future which holds
the secure promise of cryogenics.
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HALVED APPLES

I wake
suspended between three trees.
Leather straps bound my chest. wrists.
M y dark. clearly drawn shadow
on the rusty ground
the only known bold pronouncement
for this predicament.
She has come and gone with the night.
her eyes stolen
with the full moon
leaving clean knife wounds in my back
whose scales of dried blood
collect beneath.
like shavings of fish
as I jostle with the wind.
No riders dot the horizon .
Beyond the flat hills
I can faintly make out
the bell to the missions.
It is carried on the southerly
like the whistles of songbirds
that used to gather
around her near the orchards.
I am pale as emphysema.
My mother sits a thousand miles away
in an open doorway
kneading a rosary in her lap,
the smell of fresh apples on her face.
The woven baskets of the village
skim and tousle through the square
past her.
escaping from each.
the sacred dreams of marriage
collected from the village women.
They will come
and moisten my s kin at night
like the wet kisses of village dogs.
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GERMAINE HILL

SWEET HOME
From the rolling hills of Sweet Home
.. to the milieu of 116th Street. ..
Emerged the missionary-prophet
in search of converts.
The product of o ppression and anger.
The expression manipulator.
master storyteller.
He brought fort h desired images.
Vel vet li ned sacks protect my mojo bone .
Colored trickste rs prevail.
Thank you for remembering the collective memo ry.
The Mississippi"s wailing Delta.
The Devil"s tapestry of pain and memories.
Hi s passion flowed with rhetorical elegance
that weaved an inner dance with rhythmic language.
He was ritualized aggression:
half-conscious memories of a dream world.

He was the duality of Seer and Revealer.
He expressed the ubiquity of being colo red.
He was the bridge between Africa and wherever.
He gave them pride
in Nile
not the flag.
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KEMINA GLOVER

EARTH TONES
often i stare
... try to ...
merge into
shadows
of
nature forming
dance ..... of.. ... dark & fiery ......... ovals
dance of...... dark & fiery ........ ovals
swaying on my wall
creating your images of
glimmers rotating & fused
to be your legs & arms,
while moon crescent
curves melt into
your hips, face &
breathing breasts,
as exploding slits of
lights make your eyes and
ah, so sweet mouths. Often I
.... tried to bear the words ......
say ............ YO UR ........... skin
of walnuts
simmered in
gingernuts
and wine .. .
give desire
to my ...... .
soul... &
breasts .. ..
vulva...
& mind .. .
yes.....
all of me
wants to be the third reflection.
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CHRISTINA MARKS

WAGES
Is it on account of him not coming
round now. or shortness
of days or flu.
or ·cause it's a slow Sunday
after grueling six days minimum wage
that rm so low?
Those dishes stack up.
garbage needs out.
clothes to wash.
But me, I just sit. dampness.
the drizzle outside, wishing
I"d got a forty ounce to drown in.
wishing I wasn·t so full up feeling
sorry.
A woman·s gotta know time comes
to change the sheets. change her hair.
tear the thin and faded from he r hope chest.
Woman· s gotta do these th ings:
keep her house, keep ahead.
her head together so she can
s ing so loud neighbors all think
she oughta be somebody.
so when the bars all close and it's chilly
and she·s maybe gonna be late to work
again. set to the West, for one week
in four that fat full chalky moon lights her
way and when she's getting off. tired feet and back
and temples there again. up East now, orange now,
seems like just for her. takes her home.
And when it aches, a woman
can imagine that moon in her belly, filling her up
with easy light, drawing moth dust, strength enough
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to tell who·s been treating her disrespectful.
--Push off:·
Tonight I will paint stars on my windowsills.
r will light candles and incense a nd dance, let
rain through my kitchen door, slide down my hall.
puddle by my bed, and in early morning
dark snap my blue collar.
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NEIGHBOR

In your enclave eagles, angels
spire in primary,
butt up against graveyards, rudimentary
houses lit with small windows.
Trees form arches for your churches
sounding one four fi ve to four four
chords rhythm and blues,
the red red of late night starstrung ceiling.
Here chairs are landscapes
deckled down in the grass
with heartthrob,
and you. a farmer.
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AS I LOOK AT YOU MY VOICE IS EMPTY

All seriousness you ask me am I gonna break your heart.
If yo u give it, I' m drunk and trip, and it's terra cotta.
But first you gotta give it and I think you won't.
Girl knows when she' s got a boy whipped.
T his girl wants no whipped boy. and you·re too smart.
Your body's brown and hairless. you·re quick
to hiss and jive in front of folks and we·re alone.
give me your lower lip,
your find hands and wine and buds and rides
all around to wn in a white Yugo.
Why'd I love you, pretty. flight y. CD full of post punk
post industrial Rush Street !es est faire progressive~
You who's shy, takes damn blanket to the John with
and me all squirmy shivers o n soft taupe sheets.
you who's leaving soon and this our two wee k if that
fling cause both of us lonely, both of us busted up a
while back and this seems good, seem s laid back, comfort,
no strings.
I'd love you like ha lf-closed big eyes when you say.
Straight up? I'd love you like a flower, a pot-smelling
pizza deli very man. I'd love you like a postcard
if you sent one, and it missed me. Don't ask me dumb.
I say, fal l. A loft and rock.
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POSTCARD AND SKYLINE

All the beachglass, all the spawning alewives
and motor torn salmon, feathe rs driftwood
and bo nfire ash s teeped in wash and sewer seep.
foam. flotsom.
These things are on the crux of here and e lsewhe re.
where the re is salt. and things of scale and cartilage,
where it is dark, sturgeon. cold,
where hair floats . tangled weedy and breath
comes jagged.
This place, one stands where one is grounded.
the weight of bodies seems, if not burdensome,
part of the grind. Here is smell,
the warm end of the spectrum,
voiced sound.
Girls put water to their mouths.
It is contained. If it spills. it dissipates,
courses to the lowest point where it may find
more of itself.
There are buoys way out. rest, view. thrill
of dusk and ink and something brushing.
When I stand on the rocks I am ready to
dive. dead man crawl and bob. I am
dense. I sink. The coldness
engages me.
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BARBARA SLAGA

A TALK WITH LORRI
in memory of Lorri Jackson
It's a debate between
that red hat and the blackI want you to choose.
The mirror lies and my hair blows;
my breath sucks words and swallows.
I have holes in my shoes. Lorri.
so I have pizza deli vered
instead of carry out.
I need water.
I need to close my eyes,
but all I see is papers flying
around in triplicate.
No one has a copy.
Tattoos, tattoos, birthmarks
of a higher understanding. a choice.
Believe me when I say
I didn"t look like you
or talk like you.
Yo ur bullet whimsy stroked o ur souls
like the sound that brea th
makes in your ear.
Cup your hands over them now and listen.
I"m tired of absence and fate:
belonging to, be longing fro m, belongings,
a stranger's fanatic dream not to.
I sing to the winner of the horse race
because of the predictable motion of speed.
1
Yo u know, c slowed down to c
and moved to another letter
not necessarily different.
You are a picture to me,
a snapshot I have on film
that hasn·t been developed,
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a pornographer·s nightmarewhite eyes and only outlines.
The wolves are howling at half moons
and I know why.
l"ll probably die in some predictable way
like suicide or old age.
Sometimes. Lorri. sometimes
I forget where I am too and like it.
A dream girl fascinated
with phobias and sex.
I rushed into your memory
like milk from the breast to the child.
Suck hard. suck long
brave beginnings
to satisfy hunger.
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SCEPTERS

I've been born again
Rescued, cured, enlightened
as I listened to
Jesus in the Morning.
My mother played
the ancient, pump o rgan downstairs.
I sat on the top stair with tears;
my mother with music.
The music was thick and
reminded me of bag pipes
grinding notes into the air.
I closed my eyes and saw
my mother's knees wrapped in a shroud.
Each slipped into a plastic casting of a limb.
Sacrificed to play a song of salvation.
She pushed her limbs to pump
a faith driven to limits
I couldn' t understand.
I softly sang the hymn
as she pushed the pedals and
filled the bellows.
My heart pumping
Jesus in the Morning.
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